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Sheer Delight Window Hanging with Judy Gula 
 
Just when you thought it was safe to eliminate synthetic fabrics from your stash….. It’s NOT! Working with 
sheer fabrics, embellishments, polymer medium and paint, you will create new fabrics that retain semi-
transparency and look wonderful with light streaming through. The first session will be devoted to creating 
several sheets of fabrics, which will need to dry overnight. The next day we will stitch with various threads 
(by machine; some hand-stitching can be incorporated), include other embellishments and complete our 
project: you may choose to create either a window art quilt or table size standing screen.  
 

Day 1: will play with fusing sheer fabrics. Multiple pieces of fabric will be created.  
Day 2: will stitch our new sheer fabric into a window hanging or a mini standing screen. 

 

Day 1 Supplies: 
Please bring the following, if you already have them in your stash (there will be plenty to share, so there’s no 
need to buy new...or consider checking out thrift stores for inexpensive material)  

• Sheer polyester fabrics (gauze fabrics, netting, tulle, etc.) —small bits and pieces not larger than ½ 
yard 

• Thin, light-weight scarves (synthetic or silk)  

• Thin, light-weight embellishments, e.g., skeleton leaves, Angelina, printed tissue papers, thin lace, 
etc.  

 

Day 2 Supplies:  
• Sewing machine Please make sure that it is in good working order and you are familiar with its use. 

Remember to bring your manual, power cord, foot pedal and all necessary accessories.  
o Artistic Artifacts does have a sewing machine available to share, but it is recommended that 

you have your own to use if possible.  
• Fresh needles. Judy’s favorite needle is the Schmetz Machine Embroidery Needles 

• Beads, charms, trinkets, and other items for embellishing 
 


